LETTER TO THE MANAGEMENT

June 9, 2018

Dear Sir/Madam:
A second meeting was held by the residents of our gated community regarding the
upcoming Walkabout to be held on Saturday, November 3. These are our further
suggestions:
7 – Hoover Tiger feels that since Amanda has two boys living with HER, he should be
allowed to have two girls living with HIM. He is in the process of fixing up a spot by the
lake for their anticipated arrival.
8 – Cameron Lion is upset because “those stinky tigers once again get to be in the VR
simply because they play to the crowd.” He feels that more people would be attracted
to watching him and Zabu on vacation, and wishes to file an official protest. He also
wishes to point out that from now on he plans to be on “Joseph time” when coming and
going from the VR.
9 – Natalia leopard requests noise-cancelling earplugs, saying she’s heard quite
enough of both Beacher and Hutch talking, and doesn’t think she can take it if Beacher
starts narrating the day of the Walkabout.
10 – Since Andy and Seth will be the official greeters, they have promised to use their
landscaping skills to make sure their enclosures look purr-fect. Andy also promises to
try to make sure he has no grass in his teeth when greeting visitors that day.
11 – After giving it some serious thought, HRL Nikita thinks the perfect punishment for
Keeper Matt stealing her invitation to the royal wedding would be a public shaming.
She requests that a stockade be built near her enclosure for him, and a sign listing all
his crimes (the invitation, attempting to steal her blue ball, etc.) be posted next to it.
12 – Amanda Tiger once again had a lot to say. However, fear of being sent to
Facebook or Explore jail prevents us from printing her comments here.
Sincerely,

Mr. B. Cakes, Office Manager
(Sent via Lori D., Secretary to the Cats)

